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Sammanfattning
Som en del av Aerospace Engineering-masterprogrammet som jag följde på KTH från
augusti 2017 till juni 2018, fick jag slutligen en självständig studie i form av ett
avhandlingsprojekt. Jag fick möjlighet att slutföra mitt 6-månaders examensprojekt på Safran
Aircraft Engines i Villaroche, Frankrike.
Safran är en internationell högteknologisk grupp som arbetar inom flygplanets
framdrivning och utrustning, rymd- och försvarsmarknader.
Som en del av de mekaniska aktiviteter som genomförs vid Produkt Innovation Lab
är genomförandet av en för-dimensioneringsmetod för motorkonstruktioner nödvändiga för
att få en uppfattning om för-dimensionering tidigare inom projektet och inom en rimlig
tidsrymd.
Huvudsyftet med detta projekt är att utveckla metoden som gör det möjligt att göra
viktstatus och genomförbarhetsbedömningar av motorramkomponenterna i en preliminär
konstruktionsfas och inom en begränsad tid. Detta papper fokuserar mer exakt på en äldre
kommersiell motor mellanram. Denna metod måste leda till att en konsekvent modell skapas
som ligger närmare kraven och specifikationerna.
Slutsatsen av rapporten är att den implementerade pre-designmetoden möjliggör
resultat med avseende på viktstatus och genomförbarhet som överensstämmer med
specifikationerna. Vidare är beräkningstiden i linje med förväntningarna. Detta projekt har
äntligen tillåtit att skapa en modell som kommer att tas som referens för att utveckla och
designa nya motorer som har en konfiguration som liknar äldre kommersiella motorer.
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Abstract
This paper aims to develop and to validate a methodology to realize pre-sizing studies
on aircraft engine structural frames for Safran Aircraft Engines Product Innovation Lab
activities. The members of this team are in charge of creating new propulsion systems
architectures in accordance with product strategy guidelines or airframer needs. Aerospace
industry being highly competitive, the Product Innovation Lab must be able to respond quickly
and precisely to any demand emerging from aircraft manufacturers or strategy team.
The main purpose of this project is to improve the methodology permitting to make
weight status and feasibility estimations of the engine frame components in a preliminary
design phase and in a limited amount of time. This methodology must lead to the creation of
a consistent model that is closer to the requirements and specifications imposed. This paper
more precisely focus on legacy commercial engine structural frame. Reflection has been
conducted on the creation of a simplified parametrized model of an existing commercial
engine structural frame and on the way to mesh it in order to find a good compromise
between results fidelity and computation time. Regarding the weight status and feasibility
results obtained with a first model, an optimization of the model configuration has finally been
conducted in order to get results that fit with the specifications.
Conclusion of the report is that the pre-sizing methodology can be adapted to existing
commercial engine structural frame configuration. Results obtained in terms of weight status
and feasibility are in accordance with the specifications and the computation time is in
agreement with the expectations. It has permitted to create a model that will be taken as a
reference to develop and design new engines having a configuration similar to the legacy
commercial engine considered in this study. For that purpose, iterations and optimizations
will be conducted on the simplified model implemented during the project in order to
determine a new configuration of the pre-sized intermediate frame model which sticks with
reality i.e. that respects the provided feasibility specifications.

Note that due to the public nature of this report, sensitive information and data used and
obtained during the project have been removed from the present paper. Nevertheless, the
methodology followed has been presented and discussed in detail. Relative deviations
between the results obtained and reference values have also been exposed in order to give
the reader an idea of implemented model consistency.
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1. Safran, an international High-Technology Group
1.1 Safran at a glance
Safran is an international high-technology group, operating in the aircraft propulsion
and equipment, space and defense markets. Comprising a number of companies, Safran holds,
alone or in partnership, world or European leadership positions in its markets. Safran
undertakes extensive Research & Development programs to keep pace with its fast-evolving
markets, including expenditures of €1.4 billion in 2017 (Ref.[19]).
The group was created in 2005 following the merge of Snecma and Sagem. Safran has
a global presence, with more than 58,000 employees spread over 30 countries worldwide, and
logged sales of 16.5 billion euros in 2017 (Figure 1). Its investment in research and
development was 8% of its turnover.

Figure 1. Revenue by business sector (2017)

In February 2018, Safran took control of Zodiac Aerospace, the world leader in
aeronautical equipment and systems on board for commercial, regional and business aircrafts
as well as helicopters. It is significantly expanding its aircraft equipment activities. Together
with Zodiac Aerospace, Safran has more than 91,000 employees (Figure 2) and would have
around €21 billion in adjusted revenue.

Figure 2. Safran worldwide (December 2018)
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1.1.1 Aerospace
Safran group's Aerospace propulsion department gathers all the activities related to
the propulsion systems for airplanes, helicopters, missiles and launchers, in the civil, military
and space markets: design, production, marketing, testing and maintenance (Figure 3).
In that domain, Safran’s main markets are:
-

Commercial aircraft engines: ranked first worldwide for single-aisle commercial jet in
partnership 50/50 with General Electric.
Helicopter engines: ranked first worldwide.
Launchers: ranked first through ArianeGroup.

The group is also a leader in aeronautical equipment, including:
-

Landing and braking systems: ranked first worldwide in landing gears, wheels and
carbons brakes (on commercial aircrafts carrying more than 100 seats).
Engine systems and equipment: world leader in mechanical power transmission
systems for aircraft engines (on commercial aircrafts carrying more than 100 seats).
Electrical systems: ranked first in aeronautical electrical interconnection systems.

Figure 3. Figures about the Aerospace department (without Zodiac Aerospace)

1.1.2 Defense
In the domain of defense, Safran principally realizes the activities described in Figure
4.
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Figure 4. Activities in the domain of defense

1.1.3 Aeronautical equipment and systems
In 2018, the Safran group acquires Zodiac Aerospace, thus enriching its offer in the
domain of aeronautical equipment and systems. With a turnover of € 5.1 billion in August 31,
2017, Zodiac Aerospace employs 32,000 people and is the world's second largest aeronautical
equipment leader.
The Zodiac Group, through its four subsidiaries, offers a complete range of equipment
such as onboard systems developed by Zodiac Aerosystems, cabins layout with Zodiac Cabin
and a complete and innovative selection of seats with Zodiac Seats (Figure 5).

Figure 5.
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1.2 Safran Aircraft Engines
Safran Aircraft Engines (formerly Snecma) is a Safran Group company which designs,
develops, produces and supports, alone or in partnership, engines for commercial and military
aircrafts and satellites.
The company also offers to airlines, armed forces and aircraft operators a full range of
services for their aircraft engines. Its turnover is €8.8 billion or a workforce of more than
16,000 people spread over 35 sites worldwide (in 2017).
Snecma was created in 1945 following the nationalization of the company Gnome &
Rhône, which manufactured aircraft engines, motorcycles and bicycles. The name of that
company has changed over the years, until taking over its name when Snecma Group merged
with Sagem in 2005 to create Safran. In May 2016, Snecma becomes Safran Aircraft Engines
(Ref.[16]).

1.2.1 Safran Aircraft Engines over the word
The main Safran Aircraft Engines R & D site is located in Villaroche, in the suburbs of
Paris where I did my Degree Project. This site, inaugurated in 1948, was intended to welcome
the first test facilities of Safran Aircraft Engines. Today, it groups together research and
development, assembly and testing activities (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Safran Aircraft Engines worldwide

1.2.2 Activities
1.2.2.1

Commercial engines

Safran Aircraft Engines and General Electrics (GE) produce in partnership the CFM56
engines family. It is the world best-selling commercial engine. They made this partnership
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becoming more concreate by founding the joint-venture CFM international in 1974. Safran
Aircraft Engines is also a partner of GE for high thrust engines: CF6, GE90 and GP7200.
Building on this unprecedented success, Safran and GE renewed their partnership in
2008 for the design, manufacture and development of the new generation of turbojet engines:
the LEAP (Leading Edge Aviation Propulsion). CFM56 successor, this new engine already
powers Airbus A320neo (2016), Boeing 737 MAX (2017) and Comac C919 (2018) single-aisle
jets. It offers a significant improvement in terms of performance, fuel consumption and
environmental friendliness with CO2 emissions reduced by 15% compared to the engines of
the previous generation.
Safran Aircraft Engines developed and produces the SaM146 engine for the Sukhoi
Superjet 100 regional jet through PowerJet, a 50/50 joint company with Russian engine-maker
UEC Saturn. Right from the time it entered revenue service, the SaM146 clearly demonstrated
its adaptability to all operating environments, and excellent dispatch reliability despite its
intensive use.
Safran is also a player in the business jet market which shows a very strong growth,
driven by the increase in demand. The company has designed and developed a new generation
engine called Silvercrest for super-midsize business jets. Drawing on state-of-the-art
commercial and military engine technologies, this new-generation engine has been chosen by
Cessna for its Citation Hemisphere (Figure 7).

Figure 7. The commercial engines department products

A key element in Safran Aircraft Engines' reputation is its complete and innovative
service offering, with 5 maintenance workshops and 6 repair centers around the world.
Experts are also available to advise clients.
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1.2.2.2

Military engines

This department includes design, development, manufacturing, marketing, after-sales
support and services for combat and training aircraft engines, as well as turboprop engines
for military transport aircraft. Safran Aircraft Engines operates military aircrafts whose flagship
products are: the M53-P2 for the Mirage 2000, the M88-2 for the Rafale (390 engines
delivered) and the new turboprop TP400-D6 for the Airbus A400M produced under the
European consortium Europrop International (EPI), which includes Rolls-Royce plc, MTU Aero
Engines and Industria from Turbo Propulsores (Figure 8).

Figure 8. The military engines department products

1.2.2.3

Propulsion systems and equipment for satellites

Safran Aircraft Engines develops and produces a complete range of plasma thrusters
for satellites (Figure 9). Their objectives are to maintain the satellite on a stationary position,
to make orbital transfers, to launch satellites or also to organize exploration and navigation
missions.

Figure 9. Examples of space electric propulsion systems: the PPS 1350-E, the PPS 5000 and the PPS
20K
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1.2.2.4

Innovation at Safran Aircraft Engines

Several innovative projects have been launched during previous years. Various actions
were selected with for example the Open Rotor test session in 2017. Other advanced
propulsion concepts are currently studied and will lead to other maturation and
demonstration projects (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Open Rotor (left); Innovative industrial resources examples (middle, right)

Safran Aircraft Engines is innovative in both engines and industrial means at its
disposal, such as the use of 3D woven composites, metal additive manufacturing, and new
high performances assembly lines for the LEAP. This last point allows to increase the
production rate to 1000 engines per year.

1.3 The Propulsive Systems Design Offices
The Degree Project took place on the site of Safran Aircraft Engines - Villaroche in
the Engineering Division, and more specifically within the Propulsive Systems Design Offices.
This entity brings together all of the Integrated PowerPlant System (IPPS). It covers the entire
life cycle of the product, from preliminary design in an upstream phase to in-service support
and is a key tool in the company rank as a major & complete engine manufacturer.
The Propulsive Systems Design Offices consist of 8 departments covering their own functions
(Figure 11).
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IPPS*
architecture and
Operational
Security

Aerodynamics
and Acoustics
•Aerodynamic integration of
the propulsion system
•Aerodynamic design of
nacelles
•Acoustics

•Engine architecture design
•Operating safety
•Statistical analyzes
•Methods and Tools System
Engineering

Mechanical Systems
Facilities and Project
management
•Nacelles, suspensions, gear
machines and power
transmission facilities and
project management

Propulsive
Systems
Design Offices

Thermal, Fluids
and Mechanics of
assembly
•Whole engine dynamics
•Ventilation, Lubrification
•Thermomechanical
•Air / Oil / Fuel systems
•Deal with external
aggressions

Control,
Monitoring and
Electrical Systems
•Mechatronics
•Electromagnetic
compatibility
•Electrical integration
•Software and calculators
project management
•Predictive maintenance

IPPS* Preliminary
architecture
•Preliminary design of the
targeted architectures
•Aircraft studies

Configuration
management
Performance and
Operability

•Product configuration
management
•Digital model
•Engines descriptions, 2D
models, weight status

•Performances and
operability of engines and
demonstrators

*IPPS: Integrated Power Plant System

Figure 11. Organization of the Direction of the Propulsive Systems Design offices

1.4 IPPS* Preliminary Design Department
This department is composed of 6 teams:
•
•
•
•
•

2 mechanical integration teams
1 engine performance team
1 airplane performance team
1 methods team
1 thermal/dynamic team
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The Preliminary Design department, in which I did my Degree Project, actively
participates in the optimization of the engine architecture by studying:
• Engine mechanical integration
• The pre-sizing of the engine components
• The engine weight and its dimensions
• The sizing of its thermodynamic cycle
• Its maintenance costs
• The estimate of its installed performance on aircraft (Fuel Burn) and the value of the
product
To achieve the previous objectives, it is important to consider feedback from already
developed engines, previous preliminary designs but also to pave the way for the use of new
technologies or ways of working.

1.5 Product Innovation Lab
The Product Innovation Lab is a multidisciplinary workspace dedicated to preliminary
design. Its main role is to identify new propulsion concepts for civil, military and business
aircraft. The goal is to find the most competitive engine responding to the evolution of the
global air transport market and of the company strategy guidelines. Its main missions are
described below (Figure 12).
Imagine and mature the best target
architectures responding to the markets
& products strategy of the company

Securing Safran Aircraft Engines'
technical commitments with aircraft
manufacturers

Identify and / or evaluate technological
maturation needs for target architectures
Figure 12. Missions of the Product Innovation Lab

In addition to innovative architectures or proposals for new products, the Product
Innovation Lab proposes new technological aspects to feed the Company's Research &
Technology plan. Conversely, this plan feeds and challenges the innovation of the team
working in the Lab. This Lab includes the entire "IPPS preliminary architecture department”
previously presented as well as other disciplines needed to make the best architecture choices
for the new products are presented in Figure 13.
The other disciplines required for the development and maturation of new products
are summarized in the following "wheel of trades".
20

Figure 13. Product Innovation Lab wheel of trades
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2. Degree Project presentation
2.1 Introduction
As part of the Aerospace Engineering master program I followed at KTH from August
2017 to June 2018, I finally had to perform an independent study in the form of a thesis
project. I had the opportunity to complete my 6-month Degree Project at Safran Aircraft
Engines in Villaroche, France, which activities have been described previously. The origin of
the Degree Project topic is explained bellow.
During product development, pre-sizing including weight status and engine
feasibility studies are realized by the Module Design Offices in order to determine which
element could affect the feasibility of an engine and more precisely the one of structural
frames. For that purpose, the frame geometry is modeled with a high level of details and
meshed with a high number of elements. Thereby, iterations on that kind of model usually
take a long computational time. That is not compatible with the Product Innovative Lab studies
where preliminary designs have to cope with more iterations in a much shorter time.
As part of the mechanical activities carried out at the Product Innovation Lab, the
implementation of a simplified pre-sizing method for engine structural frames would be
interesting in order to get an idea of the pre-sizing sooner in the project and within a
reasonable limit of time. Thereby, each calculation should not require too much time and
computing power, while keeping a good model fidelity and providing results close to those
obtained by the Module Design Offices.
The idea is to create a parametrized model of the engine structural components less
detailed and easily modifiable to realize faster iterations on weight estimation and feasibility
mechanical studies: flexibilities in the geometry, fan case wind-up and mechanical strength in
a Fan Blade Out event. These feasibility criteria respectively give indications about the
dynamic behavior, the induced aerodynamic torque which causes a rotation of the shroud fan
frame and on mechanical constraints which affect the studied parts (see 2.6.2 Stiffness, 2.6.4
Fan case wind-up, 2.6.3 Fan Blade Out for details). The model must be compliant with the
following preliminary design phase expectations:
•

Getting an idea of pre-sizing sooner in order to deliver to the Module Design Offices a
preliminary configuration that provides weight and feasibility status in accordance
with engine specifications.

•

Reaching the best compromise between the model precision and fidelity (number of
parameters) and the computational time. Iterations must be short because the
architectures are brought to be modified regularly and optimizations will be made.

Engines structural frames on which the Product Innovation Lab focuses on are of two
kinds: the intermediate case and the TRF for Turbine Rear Frame (Figure 14 and Figure 15).
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Figure 14. Intermediate frame and TRF on a CFM-56 engine (same frames position on the engine
considered in this project) (Ref.{1})

Intermediate frame
TRF

Figure 15. CFM-56 engine cross-sectional view (same frames position on the engine considered in this
project) (Ref.{2})

A pre-sizing methodology has already been developed and validated on a legacy
commercial engine intermediate frame which will be called Engine A in all this paper for
confidentiality matters. The main objective of this paper is to demonstrate that this
methodology can be adapted for others engine configurations. This project is focused on
another legacy commercial engine intermediate frame because it has a structure close to the
one of engines currently under development and conception by the Product Innovation Lab.
It will be called Engine B also for confidentiality matters. The method applied on the Engine A
has been precisely examined and taken as a starting point. The configuration difference
between these two engines will be detailed in the subsection 2.4.1. Parametrized model in
23

Catia. The adopted project methodology for the Engine B intermediate frame pre-sizing is
schematized in the Figure 16.
In the preliminary design, the main objective is to have a first pre-sizing of the
structural frame in order to deliver to the Module Design Offices a piece as close as possible
to its final configuration. In a second step, the Product Innovation Lab can then optimize the
parts in order to deliver a model that will be more coherent, closer to the requirements and
specifications imposed by the Whole engine Dynamic Team and have better fidelity in the
weight and fan case wind-up evaluation.
The adopted methodology will also have to be validated on already known engines
in order to provide confidence on the tool and the methodology that will be therefore used
during preliminary design for future engines with architecture close enough to the Engine B.

Figure 16. Adopted project methodology

The mains objectives of this project can be summarized as below:
-

-

Demonstrate that the methodology is adapted to the Engine B intermediate frame
configuration. If not, review some steps of the methodology to make them fit with the
Engine B intermediate frame.
Demonstrate that the weight status and the feasibility results of the model are
coherent with the Module Design Offices results that have already been computed
with more precise tools and validated through certification tests. If not, find solutions
to adapt the model in order to reduce the gaps.
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2.2 The turbofan engine
This section is a short reminder of how a turbofan engine generally works (Ref.[12]).
After the air enters the engine, it is split into two main flows:
-

The primary flow, which goes through the compressor, combustion chamber and
turbines
The secondary flow, which bypasses the primary flow, guided by the engine case and
nozzle, and is ejected directly behind the engine.

The bypass ratio is the ratio between these two flows. The bypass flow (secondary
flow) generates approximately 90% of the engine total thrust (Ref.[1]).
The fan is the first part met by the incoming air flow. It acts as a propeller. Its rotating
blades accelerate the airflow into the engine. Fixed or moveable blades called guide vanes are
located behind the fan. They direct the air stream and channel the flow. The fan is driven by
the turbine.
The compressor compresses the incoming air before sending it into the combustion
chamber under optimum pressure and temperature conditions. As the air is compressed, it
heats up and its pressure rises.
Then the air enters a combustion chamber, called combustor, where it combines with
jet fuel and burns. It greatly increases the temperature of these gases. The air expands and is
ejected into the turbine.
The turbine uses part of the energy from the hot air expanding at the combustor outlet
to drive the compressor and fan thanks to the turbine shaft.
The hot gases continue to expand in the nozzle. The primary airflow is mixed with the
secondary to generate the thrust (Figure 17).

Figure 17. The turbofan engine (Ref.{3})
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2.3 About the Engine B
This project is precisely focused on the Engine B intermediate frame. This part of
the engine located downstream of the fan blades is one of the most complex of the
turbomachine. It consists of 6 main subassemblies (Figure 18):
- The shroud fan frame
- The OGV or Outlet Guide Vanes
- The thick arms, they are used for piping (oil, fuel…) and facilities going from the
shroud fan frame to the hub:
o Thick arm at 12 o’clock
o Thick arm at 6 o’clock
- The intermediate hub frame
- The bearing supports
In the model, the fan frame and the HPC (High Pressure Compressor) frame are not
considered as a part of the intermediate frame. They are only modeled to set initial and
boundary conditions of the model on it.

Figure 18. Engine B Intermediate frame main subassemblies on a simplified cross-sectional view

Note: In the previous figure, one color is set for each different parts of the intermediate frame.
Black refers to parts that are not considered in the model.

2.4 Engine B intermediate frame model implementation
Many studies and simulations related to the Engine B have already been performed by
Safran Aircraft Engines Module Design Offices before its entry into service. The entire engine
has been modeled through Catia in a really high level of complexity by the Module Design
Offices. The results in terms of flexibilities and mechanical strength obtained really precisely
by the Module Design Offices through Integrated Finite Element Method (IFEM) models or
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test bench have been recovered in order to be compared to those given by the preliminary
design model in order to assess of its precision.
The idea in a first step of the project is to create an Engine B intermediate frame
parametrized and meshed model that is precise enough while needing a short computational
time.

2.4.1 Parametrized model in Catia
The first step of the project consists of building the intermediate frame 3D
parametrized model. The software used to accomplish this step is Catia V5. The engine
subassemblies previously presented have been modeled in a simplified way using this
software. The choice has been made to design the CAD of the whole frame in a modular way
in order to facilitate its updating without impacting the entire construction (Figure 19). The
full 3D frame model can obviously not be used in the project because of considerable demands
in time for modifications and computation. That’s why in that case the representation of the
different power supply circuits of the motor, air exhaust hatches, acoustic panels, etc. is
dispensed.
As part of the study, the Engine A CAD built in a previous project has been taken as
a reference. It has been adapted to the Engine B intermediate frame. The choice was made to
keep the intermediate frame distribution into 6 subassemblies (Ref.[2]) (a thick arm has been
removed compared to the Engine A model, see 2.4.1.7 Adjustment of the number of thick
arms for more details).

Figure 19. Parametrized Engine B intermediate frame CAD 3D model
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2.4.1.1

The Engine A model has been scaled to the Engine B flowpath

First of all, the Engine B flowpath was generated under Catia thanks to a Macro
created by the Product Innovation Lab. The Macro uses an Excel spreadsheet containing the
coordinates of certain points delimiting the flowpath. The flowpath delineates the primary
and secondary flows as well as the 2D horizontal cut of the OGVs and thick arms. It provides a
first sizing and positioning of OGVs, hub and bearing supports (Ref.[3]). The main advantage
of using the flowpath is that it delimits the connections between the different frame parts
(Figure 20).

Figure 20. Engine B Intermediate frame flowpath

2.4.1.2

Adjustment of the model parameters

The parametrized model that is created in this project is based on a surface
representation of each casing part. Volumes are introduced later through thickness
parameters. The unitary surface model means that only an angular portion of the part is
represented (Figure 21). For example, the hub of the casing is actually made up of eight
identical angular portions (APPENDIX 2: Intermediate frame Catia 3D model for each parts). A
portion is then represented and repeated in the complete surface model. This choice makes
it possible to respond to the characteristics of the preliminary design phase described above:
the architectures are brought to be modified regularly and optimizations will be made while
favoring a relatively short computation time. Hence the choice to work with surfaces and not
volumes, the mesh will be simpler and therefore the calculation easier. The other reason for
this choice is the fact that the user must be able to quickly iterate on the architecture of the
engine, and therefore the tool must be user-friendly in order to reduce the time spent on it
before being able to launch calculations.
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Figure 21. Parametrized Engine B intermediate frame CAD unitary surface model

Each of the 6 subassemblies constituting the Engine B intermediate frame
parametrized model respects a principle of identical construction in order to facilitate the use
and the modification of the model. First, a surface model is built and then thicknesses are
added to obtain the 3D model. Each part has its own length and thickness parameters. In order
to create the CAD model, the 3D version of the Engine B built by the Module Design Offices
with high precision has been taken as a reference. Length and thickness of the different parts
of the engine have been measured and these values have been retained for the model (Figure
22).
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Figure 22. Catia tree structure

The idea here is to determine which level of detail is needed in the model in order
to reach a relatively low difference between the results obtained with the parametrized model
and those found by the Module Design Offices. That’s why a special attention has been paid
to the frame geometric specifications. The decision has been taken to consider the Engine A
intermediate frame model that has been built during a previous project as a basis for the
Engine B model. Therefore, Engine B intermediate frame specific details were added in the
initial Engine A parametrized model. The Engine B intermediate frame simplified parametrized
model has finally been obtained after all the modifications detailed in the following
subsections.
2.4.1.3
Setting up a flange on the shroud fan frame surface
A flange has been built on the shroud fan frame surface regarding the Engine B 3D
detailed model provided by the Module Design Offices (Figure 23). Three parameters have
been created in order to control the flange dimensions and positions on the shroud fan frame:
o One position parameter (taking the upstream flange as a reference).
o One high (length) parameter.
o One thickness parameter.
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Added flange

Figure 23. Shroud fan frame model cross-sectional view

2.4.1.4

Setting up a flange and a stiffener on the hub inferior part

A flange and a stiffener have been built on the hub inferior part regarding the Engine
B 3D detailed model provided by the Module Design Offices (Figure 24). Five parameters
have been created in order to control the flange and stiffener dimensions and positions on
the hub inferior part:
o One position parameter (taking the inferior upstream Flange as a reference).
o Two high (length) parameters to control the flange and stiffener highs.
o Two thickness parameters to control the flange and stiffener thicknesses.

Added flange
Added Stiffener

Figure 24. Hub model cross-sectional view

2.4.1.5

Setting up a thickness parameter on the bearing support

A thickness parameter called T_UpstreamFlangeP1 has been built to allow the
upstream flangeP1 thickness to vary independently from the coneP1 thickness (Figure 25).
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UpstreamFlangeP1

Figure 25. Bearing support unitary model view (focus on the UpstreamFlangeP1)

2.4.1.6

Adjustment of the number of OGVs.

OGVs are not at the same location and are not composed of the same materials in
the Engine A and the Engine B. Moreover, there is not the same number of OGV in the two
engines.
2.4.1.7

Adjustment of the number of thick arms

On the Engine B, there are only two thick arms. A thick arm at 12 o’clock (0 degree)
with a larger main cross-section than the one at 6 o’clock (180 degrees) (Figure 26). In the
Engine A, a third thick arm is located at 8 o’clock (240 degrees). Contrary to the Engine A model
where the three thick arms were built with the same cross-section, the decision has been
taken for the Engine B intermediate frame parametrized model to build two different thick
arms with a specific cross-sections for each. Moreover, the cross-section of the thick arm
located at 6 o’clock is taken much bigger than the one of the Engine A.

Figure 26. OGVs and Thick arms model view
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2.4.1.8

Materials

Materials are affected to each part of the intermediate frame 3D model in order to
get a first estimation of their weight (Table 1) (Ref.[11]).
Part
Material

Shroud fan
frame
Titanium

OGVs

Thick arms

Hub

Fan frame

Titanium or forged Aluminum

Titanium

Titanium

Composite

Bearing
supports
Titanium

Table 1. Material of each parts of the Engine B intermediate frame

2.4.1.9

Adjustment of the parameters to be in agreement with the Engine
B cross-section

The adjustments of the parameters have been made given the superimposition of
the parametrized model 2D representation with the Engine B cross-sectional view. This
superimposition allows to prove the built model consistency (Figure 27).

Figure 27. Parametrized model 2D representation (left) and the Engine B cross-sectional view (right)

It can be seen that all the geometric characteristics of the frame have not been
considered in the model. For instance, considering the fan frame, a gap between the
parametrized model 2D representation and the Engine B cross-sectional view can be
underlined. The rounded shape of the fan frame has been simplified by a linear shape. But for
the purpose of the project, a lower level of details is needed to simplify the model.
Finally, a parametrized model for the Engine B intermediate frame of 90 length parameters
and 66 thickness parameters (APPENDIX 2: Intermediate frame Catia 3D model for each
parts) that is to say 156 parameters in total, has been built.
For later pre-sizing studies, a special attention must be paid to the parametrized
model implementation. It has to been taken into account all the flanges, stiffeners and
parameters that could have an influence on the flexibilities and mechanical strength results.
However, parts representation must not be too complex in Catia in order to be well modeled
in Workbench. The biggest recommendation would be to take as a reference simplified frame
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models already implemented to limit the construction time. A good way to check the
consistency of the model built is to use the superimposition method previously described.
2.4.2 Workbench
Ansys is a finite element software from Workbench working environment. It allows to
work in the project form and with parts of complex geometry. In addition, various plugins
developed internally in the company are integrated into the software. They help to overcome
some of the software’s lacks or to perform repetitive actions quickly. They allow for instance
the calculations of flexibilities and mechanical strength. The display of the project is possible
thanks to a tree representation (Figure 28).

Figure 28. Project tree in Workbench (partially shown in this figure)

The Engineering Data box allows to import material characteristics and to assign it to a
part. It is linked to an Excel page where materials characteristics are gathered (density,
coefficients of thermal expansion, evolution of the Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio given
the temperature variations…).
For each part of the intermediate frame previously introduced, a box is created in the
Workbench project tree. The geometry of a given part is created thanks to Design Modeler
where it is possible to import the CAD surface model of each intermediate frame part from
Catia. The thicknesses of each surface of the part and their meshes are created thanks to
Mechanical. This tool offers the possibility to choose options and constraints about the mesh
(APPENDIX 3: Intermediate frame mesh details for each part in Workbench).
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Indeed, in order to reduce the computation time, a quadratic mesh instead of a
triangular mesh has been chosen. A limitation in the mesh number of elements has been set
regarding the tools used by the Whole engine Dynamics team. This team is in charge of
evaluating the impact of the chosen geometry configurations on the whole engine dynamic
behavior. The tools used during very preliminary design have been limited to 30 000 elements
in order to have fast iterations. So this limitation has been kept in the model. For comparison,
the model set up by the Module Design Offices is meshed with several millions of elements
(using triangular elements).
In Workbench, the mesh can be automatically generated by the software. It gives a first
overview of a coarse mesh that is taken as a basis. Then the mesh is adjusted on each part of
the model. The mesh size is defined and set by means of local controls implemented on edges
and surfaces. These allow for example to choose the number of nodes on an edge. By
repeating this operation, it is possible to manage the mesh of each of the bodies in order to
reduce the number of nodes without reducing the quality of the mesh. More attention has
been paid to specific geometries such as leading edge where the constraints felt are more
important. More mesh elements are needed in this type of area to get consistent feasibility
results. In the same way, it is possible, for less complex surfaces, to specify to the software
that it is desired to have a set face mesh (Ref.[13]).
The boxes previously created and corresponding to each parts of the model are all
connected to a box called “Final assembly” where the frame is created by connections of all
the previous parts (Figure 29). The connections are created between part flanges
automatically by the software. For example, the fan frame downstream flange and the shroud
fan frame upstream flange are linked in the model. Connections between part mesh are also
realized by the software.

Figure 29. Project tree in Workbench with focus on final assembly

Finally, the complete assembled and meshed Engine B intermediate frame model is built
(Figure 30).
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Figure 30. Engine B intermediate frame model meshed with Workbench

2.5 Weight status
Thanks to the application of the materials to each parts of the Engine B intermediate
frame, Catia and Workbench software allow to recover an estimation of the weight of the
different parts represented in the model.
A first weight estimation status has been obtained (Table 2) (Ref.[11]).

Workbench vs Catia (ref) estimated
weights
Fan Frame Shroud
2%
Outlet Guide Vane
-10 %
Strut OGV 1 (Thick arm)
2%
Strut OGV 5 (Thick Arm)
9%
OGV + Thick Arms
-12 %
Fan Hub
1%
Bearing Support
5%
Fan Case
2%
TOTAL
-1 %
Table 2. First weight estimation status

Note: Given the confidential nature of certain data used or obtained during this project, only
the relative deviation between the results obtained and those provided by the Module Design
Offices (considered as the reference for the deviation calculation) is presented in the previous
table as well as in the following tables.
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After the first weight estimation status of the model, a large difference between
Workbench and Catia estimations was noticed for all the OGVs mass estimation. The relative
deviation between the two estimated masses was of the order of 10% depending on the
chosen configuration against around 2% for the estimations made on the other parts.
Moreover, the relative deviation observed for the Engine A was of the order of 1.3% between
the two software. The adopted modeling of the OGVs for the Engine B model had therefore
to be revised.

2.5.1 Solution to improve OGVs weight estimations
For details on the chosen surface names, refer to APPENDIX 1: Intermediate frame
model surface names for each part.
•

In Catia, the OGVs are first modeled in 2D (Figure 31) and then in 3D by adding
thicknesses.

Figure 31. OGV surface names

The thickness value considered for the high zone and the low zone is the average of
the thicknesses specified for the high zone and the low zone (Figure 32):

𝑇𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎_𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 = 𝑇𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎_𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 =

𝑇𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚_𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 + 𝑇𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚_𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
2

Therefore, the leading edge and trailing edge thicknesses of the 3D model in Catia are
created by taking as a basis the average between the thickness in the high zone and in
the low zone. A spline is then created to delimit the surface of the two edges taking as
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the third point the end of the section of the OGV indicated by the frame flowpath
(Figure 32).

Figure 32. OGV leading edge and trailing edge surface in Catia modeling

This choices were made with the aim of creating a continuous and smooth
surface over the entire height of the OGV in the 3D parametrized model (Figure
33).

Figure 33. 3D OGV viewing in Catia with a cut at half of its height

•

However, Workbench works with thick surfaces. The profiles for the leading
and trailing edge are therefore modeled as rectangular and not as a spline
(Figure 34). OGVs leading and trailing edges thicknesses are therefore
considered as constant all over their height.
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Figure 34. OGV modeled in Workbench

This difference in the OGV leading and trailing edge representation between the 3D model in
Catia and Workbench generates weight losses.
So the thicknesses TLeadingedge and TTrailingedge in Workbench must be chosen in order to
fit with the Catia 3D model. During this project, it has been found and demonstrated by
experience on several OGV model configurations that the surface of the leading and trailing
edge in Catia could be approximated by the average surface between a half-ellipse and a halftriangle. This average area has then been reduced to the one of rectangle of identical height,
which allows to deduce its width. This width is the value to be considered for TLeadingedge and
TTrailingedge in Workbench:
𝑇Leadingedge = 𝑇Trailingedge =

π+2
(𝑇𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 + 𝑇𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 )
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This specification allows to reduce the disparity between the two estimated weights. The
remaining difference is now close to 2% for the OGVs (Table 3).
Moreover, the remaining differences between Catia and Workbench are due to different
weight calculation methods. Workbench adds the unit mass of each thickened surface, while
Catia calculates the total mass in volume. Thus, when two pieces are superimposed
Workbench counts the mass of the superimposed volumes as many times as thickened
surfaces are involved. A difference of about 2% or less can be noticed between Catia and
Workbench weight estimations for each parts of the intermediate frame (Figure 35).
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Figure 35. Example of volumes superposition in the hub (green circles)

Moreover, the differences between model and reference are mainly due to the absence
of modeling of non-structural elements. Some elements have not been modeled because they
do not participate in flexibility or mechanical strength. Yet the weight of these elements is not
negligible. In the same way, some bosses used by pipes exist on the casing but have not been
represented in the model. Finally, it can be noticed that the weight relative deviations
between the model and the reference is around or lower than 5% (Table 3) (Ref.[11]).
Estimated parametrized model Weight vs
Engine B real weight (ref)
By Catia
By Workbench

Workbench vs Catia (ref) estimated
weights

Fan Frame Shroud
-2 %
1%
2%
Outlet Guide Vane
5%
3%
-2 %
Strut OGV 1 (Thick arm)
2%
3%
1%
Strut OGV 5 (Thick Arm)
-2 %
6%
9%
OGV + Thick Arms
5%
4%
-1 %
Fan Hub
-2 %
-1 %
1%
Bearing Support
-1 %
5%
6%
Fan Case
-6 %
-4 %
2%
TOTAL
-2 %
-1 %
1%
Table 3. Last weight estimation status obtained for the Engine B intermediate frame model

2.6 Feasibility calculations
Feasibility calculations can be realized on the Workbench model previously built by
introducing Static Structural Samcef boxes where the initial conditions can be implemented
(Figure 36). One box is created for each calculation.
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Figure 36. Static Structural Samcef box for calculation

Before starting the calculation, it is necessary to set the boundary and initial conditions
of the model. The same conditions as those considered by the Module Design Offices have
been set for the model.

2.6.1 Thermal boundary conditions
The thermal boundary conditions applied for the different calculations by the Module
Design Offices are given in the Figure 37 (Ref.[9] & Ref.[10]).

Figure 37. Thermal conditions considered by the Module Design Offices (in take-off conditions)

In Workbench, only one temperature value can be applied for each model part. That’s why
the decision has been taken to calculate the average temperature in each part given the
gradient considered by the Module Design Offices. For instance, the same temperature
(yellow) has been applied for all the intermediate hub frame in the model. It leads to the
following distribution (Figure 38).
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Figure 38. Thermal repartition in the model (uniform temperature in each part)

Note: In the previous figures, red parts are hotter than yellow ones which are hotter than
green ones. Black parts are not considered in the model or no temperature is applied in those
parts.
The same thermal initial conditions are considered for each calculation cases that will
be developed with more details in the following subsections (2.6.2 Stiffness, 2.6.3 Fan Blade
Out and 2.6.4 Fan case wind-up).

2.6.2 Stiffness
Several flexibilities are simulated in Workbench. In the software, each flexibility is
modeled by the installation of a spring which ends at the two points between which vertical
and lateral flexibilities must be calculated radially and rotationally (Ref.[4]). These points
correspond to specific flange on the engine. The following figure gives the location of the
different flanges that are considered on the frame (Figure 39 and Table 4). Some of them are
used to define flexibilities (Ref.[9]).
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Figure 39. Flange location in the Engine B intermediate case.

Flange
A1
A3
A4
B2
B3
YT6
YT8
YT9 = P3
YT35

Location
Fan Case Upstream flange
Hub Upper downstream flange
Shroud Fan Frame Downstream flange
Shroud Fan Frame Upstream flange
Hub downstream flange
Hub Inferior Upstream flange
Hub Upstream Flange
Hub Bearing flange 3
Hub inferior downstream flange
Table 4. Flange notations

Bearing #1 and Bearing #2 are respectively located on the first and second bearing of
the bearing support. Bearing #3 is located at the same position as YT9.
The flexibilities that are computed in the model will allow to obtain results to compare
with the Module Design Offices’. The corresponding springs are schematized in the Figure 40
and Table 5. A fixed boundary condition is set on the High-Pressure downstream flange or on
the Fan case upstream flange.
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Figure 40. Springs location in the Engine B intermediate frame

Orange spring means that the fixed support is at the Fan case upstream flange and purple
spring means that the fixed support is at the High-Pressure downstream flange.
Spring name
CA
FA
HE
AE
FE
CE

Description
Bearing 1 – B2
Bearing 2 – B2
YT9 – B3
B2 – B3
Bearing 2 – B3
Bearing 1 – B3

Load application
Bearing 1
Bearing 2
YT9
A1
Bearing 2
Bearing 1

Fixed support
Fan Case Upstream flange
Fan Case Upstream flange
HP downstream flange
HP downstream flange
HP downstream flange
HP downstream flange

Table 5. Springs names

The flexibility being modeled as independent of the magnitude of the effort, any value
of strength or moment can be chosen. So, for each case, the same load configuration is applied
on the concerned flange. Given the initial conditions considered by the Module Design Offices:
-

-

1 N is applied as a Remote Force in Z at step 1 and 1000 N.m is applied as a Moment
in Y at step 2 on the flange in order to calculate vertical flexibilities radially and
rotationally.
1 N is applied as a Remote Force in Y at step 1 and 1000 N.m is applied as a Moment
in Z at step 2 on the flange in order to calculate lateral flexibilities radially and
rotationally.

See Figure 40 for the chosen coordinate system and the setting of these conditions in
Workbench is shown in Figure 41 (Ref.[5]).
Then, a post-processing macro called “Ressort” (meaning “spring” in English and
created by the Product Innovation Lab) is added in order to calculate the vertical and lateral
flexibilities radially and rotationally.
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Figure 41. Flexibilities initialization and calculation

2.6.3 Fan Blade Out
The Fan blades are subjected to different sources of damages caused by static and
dynamic loads. As they are located directly at the engine inlet, they can be hit by foreign bodies
entering the turbine flow. These factors can result onto fan blade full or partial breakage. After
a fan blade out event an external imbalance appears. Loads acting on gas turbine jet engine
(bearing supports, frames, mounts, …) significantly increase after an FBO event, compared to
regular working conditions. Standards of airworthiness demand FBO event not to be leading
to catastrophic consequences (engine mounts rupture, case fragments hit into combustion
chamber, beginning of a fire, bearings jam) (Ref.[14]).
A load reduction device (LRD) is generally introduced to avoid mentioned unallowable
effects. It helps to redistribute the loads and to reduce those acting on the engine frame.
In order to guarantee the integrity of the plane, three main points must be verified
(Ref.[15]):
- The retention of all debris inside the case to avoid dramatic consequences for the
safety of the whole plane,
- The non-loss of all blades following the one which is lost in order to avoid an
uncontrolled unbalance and a divergence of the phenomenon,
- The integrity of the axial retention system of the following blade.
In the model, the FBO event has been modeled thanks to resulting forces and
moments. The dynamic loads to apply on a specific flange to simulate a FBO event have been
provided by the Development Teams (Ref.[10]). They have been obtained during test
campaigns. Then a Macro created by the Product Innovation Lab allows to apply accelerations
on the model in order to be able to apply dynamic loads on the initially static model (Figure
42) (Ref.[6]).
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The main goals in this study case is the calculation of mechanical resistance under loads
and the identification of sensitive areas. To do so, one characteristic parameter is calculated
for each loading case called the mechanical strength. It gives a relation between the applied
loads and the proportion of volume affected by plastic deformation (i.e. irreversible
deformation). What wanted to be known is the factor by which the applied loads must be
multiplied so that 1% of the studied part volume plasticizes (Ref.[7]).

Figure 42. FBO case initialization and calculation

2.6.4 Fan case wind-up
OGVs are responsible for the efficiency delivery of air through the intermediate case.
The role of the OGVs is to straighten the secondary air flow. That’s why, they have a similar
aerodynamic shape to airplane wings. But their shape also induces an aerodynamic torque
which causes a flexion of the OGVs and thereby a rotation of the shroud fan frame and of the
fan frame (Figure 43). This phenomenon is called fan case wind-up and must be controlled and
limited.
Indeed, the fan case wind-up causes a misalignment in the shroud fan frame impacting
the aerodynamics in the secondary flow and a displacement impacting the supply pipes
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passing through thick arms at 6 o’clock (Ref.[8]). If this phenomenon is not controlled, it may
threaten the proper operation of the engine. Indeed, the deformations created by the fan case
wind-up could be irreversible and even cause the breakage of some parts of the frames and
arms. Moreover, the torsion induced by the fan case wind-up can create a deformation of the
seal located between the shroud fan frame and the nacelle. Thus, leaks can appear in the
engine secondary flow and affect its performances.

Figure 43. Aerodynamic torque induced by the OGVs

Thanks to Workbench, the flexibility and the circumferential displacement due to the
fan case wind-up at the head of the OGVs can be calculated. A limit value not to exceed is
generally imposed by the construction constraints and airplane manufacturer.
A uniform pressure field is applied to the intrados surface of OGVs (Figure 44). The
aerodynamic torque value of the Engine B called MAero has been provided by the Module
Design Offices. Initially, a random pressure Pinit is applied to the OGVs. A post-processing
Macro called ‘Reaction momentum’ allows to calculate the momentum MReact at the upstream
High-Pressure flange (Ref.[4]). The torque created by the pressure applied on each OGV is
equal to the momentum MReact calculated at the upstream High-Pressure flange. The value of
the pressure field Pfinal to apply to the OGVs in order to model the fan case wind-up can then
be deduced thanks to a cross-multiplication:
M

𝑃𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 M Aero , where P are in N.m and M are in Pa
React

Finally Pfinal is applied on the intrados of each OGV and thick arm of the model.
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Figure 44. Fan case wind-up initialization and calculation in Workbench

The difference to take into account between Engine B and Engine A is the position of
the suspension connecting the intermediate frame to the aircraft wing. For the Engine A, the
mount is fixed in the hub downstream lower flange. But in the Engine B case, a Yoke is directly
screwed on the shroud fan frame surface. To model the presence of the Yoke, conditions
preventing any displacement along Y and Z axes (X representing the engine axis) and any
rotation around the same axes have been imposed (Ref.[7]). Therefore, displacement and
rotation along and around X axis are free (Figure 45 and Figure 46).
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Figure 45. Surface modeling the Yoke position at the Shroud fan frame surface (delimited by the red
lines)

Figure 46. Conditions applied in Workbench to model the Yoke

2.7 Results
2.7.1 Flexibilities
For each “spring” previously introduced, vertical and lateral flexibilities are calculated
both radially and rotationally (Table 6).
The specified values for the flexibilities have been provided by the Module Design Offices
(Ref.[9]). They have been observed during precise IFEM simulations on complex model or in
test bench. They serve as references to be compared with the values obtained with the Engine
B intermediate frame simplified model developed during this project.
Springs

Flexibility of the model vs the Module Design Offices
results (ref)
Radial
Rotation

Bearing 1 – B2 vertical (CA)
1%
/
Bearing 2 – B2 vertical (FA)
-12 %
/
YT9 – B3 vertical (HE)
17 %
-41 %
B2 – B3 Vertical (AE)
-9 %
-19 %
Bearing 2 – B3 vertical (FE)
15 %
/
Bearing 1 – B3 vertical (CE)
-56 %
/
Bearing 1 – B2 lateral (CA)
-3 %
/
Bearing 2 – B2 lateral (FA)
-16 %
/
YT9 – B3 lateral (HE)
17 %
-41 %
B2 – B3 lateral (AE)
-11 %
-16 %
Bearing 2 – B3 lateral (FE)
14 %
/
Bearing 1 – B3 lateral (CE)
-56 %
/
Table 6. Vertical and lateral flexibilities calculated radially and rotationally and compared to the
values obtained by the Module Design Offices for the Engine B intermediate frame
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It can be noticed that the ratio between the vertical and lateral flexibilities is close to
1 for all the flexibilities. It has been deduced from this result that the case had an axisymmetric
dynamic behavior. It means that all the parameters impacting a vertical flexibility type will
have the same impact on the lateral flexibility. Only vertical flexibilities will therefore be
studied (Table 7).
Vertical/Lateral ratios

Workbench results
Catia results
Radial flexibilities Rotation flexibilities Radial flexibilities Rotation flexibilities

Bearing 1 – B2 vertical (CA)

0,98

0,98

0,94

/

Bearing 2 – B2 vertical (FA)

0,98

0,97

0,94

/

YT9 – B3 vertical (HE)

1,00

1,00

1,00

1,00

B2 – B3 Vertical (AE)

0,99

0,97

0,98

1,00

Bearing 2 – B3 vertical (FE)

1,00

1,00

1,00

/

0,99
1,00
1,00
Bearing 1 – B3 vertical (CE)
Table 7. Ratio of vertical and lateral flexibilities calculated radially and rotationally

/

Deformation for all flexibilities has been obtained in Workbench. HPC and fan frames are
taken to set the boundary conditions of the model (Figure 47).

Figure 47. Total deformation in the Bearing#2-B3 vertical flexibility case

Moreover, globally speaking, all the flexibilities calculated in the Engine B case are
smaller than the one obtained in the project realized on the Engine A (Ref.[2]). That point is
coherent with the fact that the Engine B is smaller in term of diameter (8 inches less than
Engine A Fan case diameter) and more compact. Taking into account that the thicknesses of
the different parts are similar for the two engines it is then logical that the Engine B
intermediate case is globally stiffer.
The second noticing is that for all the flexibilities, the differences between the
calculated values and the ones provided by the Module Design Offices are smaller than 20%.
The targeted relative deviation is 10%. But the results obtained for the previous flexibilities
are acceptable for pre-sizing studies. However, relative deviation greater than 40% between
the calculated and the specified values are found for the Bearing 1-B3 and YT9-B3 flexibilities
(Figure 48). These two flexibilities were not calculated in the Engine A model.
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Figure 48. Bearing 1 – B3 & YT9-B3 springs visualization on the simplified cross-sectional view
(orange lines)
In order to reduce that disparity, a correlation study will be implemented according to
the step 7 & 8 of the methodology defined in the Introduction section (see 2.8.1 Correlation
study). It will allow to find the thickness parameters having the highest influence on the
flexibilities considered in the study.
Note: The intermediate hub frame inferior part is complex to model and to mesh. As it can be
seen in the subsection 2.4.1.4 Setting up a flange and a stiffener on the hub inferior part, this
part is constituted of several flanges and stiffeners and linked to other engine parts. It will be
subjected to a high level of constraints. It explains why the flexibility results that have been
obtained in this area with the model are not in agreement with the Module Design Offices.

2.7.2 Fan case wind-up
2.7.2.1

Validation

The V-groove tangential displacement is introduced in order to get an idea of the frame
displacement at the OGVs head. The V-groove is another term to represent the downstream
flange of the shroud fan frame (Figure 39 and Figure 49).
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Figure 49. V-groove location on the model in Workbench

The fan case wind-up impact on the Engine B intermediate frame can be visualized in
the Figure 50. A relative deviation of 14% is obtained between the model and the Module
Design Offices (Table 8). The Engine B intermediate frame model is therefore a bit stiffer than
in the reality. Moreover, the V-groove tangential displacement value calculated with
Workbench for the Engine B is far under the value recommended by the Module Design
Offices. But this value is a critical limit not to be exceeded. It’s therefore consistent that the
obtained value is under that critical limit.
The fan case wind-up flexibility and the V-groove tangential displacement are also
lower than the results obtained in the Engine A case (Ref.[2]). Once again, it can be concluded
that the compactness of the Engine B contributes to give stiffness in the intermediate frame.
Fan case wind-up

Model vs Module Design Offices results (ref)

Fan case wind-up flexibility

14%
-58%

V-groove tangential displacement (critical)
Table 8. Fan case wind-up results

Maximum V-groove Tangential displacement

Figure 50. V-groove Tangential displacement viewing before deformation (left) and after deformation
due to fan case wind-up (right)
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Note: The intermediate frame parts that are the most impacted by the fan case wind-up
induced deformation (most important displacement) are colored in red on the previous figure.

2.7.2.2

Parameters influencing the fan case wind-up

In order to determine the impact of the Yoke, the 4 OGVs Titanium and the Thick Arm at 6
o’clock with a higher cross-section than the one at 12 o’clock on the fan case wind-up
independently from the others parameters, four models are implemented:
-

-

-

-

Model 1. Engine A scaled to the Engine B + 8 o’clock thick arm removal: In this case,
the Engine B model without the Yoke boundary condition is considered. The same
boundary conditions as the Engine A has been considered i.e. the HPC downstream
flange is fixed. All the OGVs are in Aluminum and the two thick arms (at 6 o’clock and
12 o’clock) have the same configuration (same cross-section).
Model 2: In this case, the Engine B model with the boundary conditions corresponding
to the Yoke is considered. All the OGVs are in Aluminum and the two thick arms have
the same configuration (same cross-section).
Model 3: In this case, the Engine B model without the Yoke is considered. Titanium is
now applied to the 4 OGVs located under the Yoke surface. The two thick arms have
the same configuration (same cross-section).
Model 4: In this case, the Engine B model without the Yoke is considered. All the OGVs
are in Aluminum and the thick arm at 6 o’clock is built with a cross-section superior to
the one at 12 o’clock.

The results obtained for the fan case wind-up flexibility and the V-groove displacement
for each model previously introduced are presented in the Table 9.

Fan case windup flexibility
V-groove
tangential
displacement

Model 1 vs
Engine A (ref)

Model 2 vs
Model 1 (ref)

Model 3 vs
Model 1 (ref)

Influence of the
Engine B
parameters

Influence of
the Yoke

-43%

0%

-3%

-20%

-22%

-62%

0%

-3%

-20%

-22%

Model 4 vs Model 1 (ref)

Influence of the Influence of the thick arm at 6
4 OGV in
o’clock with a different crossTitanium
section

Engine B vs Model 1
(ref)
Influence of the 3
parameters
together

Table 9. Fan case wind-up results depending on the considered configuration

The first column shows the influence of the Engine B model parameters on the fan case
wind-up without considering the yoke, the 4 OGV in Titanium and the thick arm cross-section
at 6 o’clock. It can be noticed that the Engine B model chosen length and thickness parameters
contributes to considerably reduce the fan case wind-up influence. The Engine B model is
stiffer than the Engine A model.
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Moreover, the presence of a thick arm at 6 o’clock with a larger cross-section than the
one at 12 o’clock considerably reduces the fan case wind-up flexibility and the V-groove
tangential displacement (at the top of OGVs) (Model 4 vs Model 1). The same conclusion can
be drawn for the presence of 4 OGVs in Titanium located under the Yoke (Model 3 vs Model
1). For now, the Yoke impact on the fan case wind-up has not been highlighted (Model 2 vs
Model 1).

2.7.3 Mechanical strength in Fan Blade Out
The results obtained for the mechanical strength of the model are presented in the
Table 10. In this table, the mechanical strength ratios Engine B versus Engine A for each parts
are given. It can be noticed that in each case, the mechanical strength is much higher in the
Engine B than in the Engine A. So the Engine B is at first sight not constrained by the loads
applied in the model to simulate the FBO.
Loaded
flange

YT6

B3

Load type

Model part

Mechanical strength ratio
Engine B / Engine A

Full intermediate frame
Hub
OGV 11
Max radial
OGV 30
stress
Thick Arm 12 o'clock
Thick Arm 6 o'clock
Shroud fan frame
Full intermediate frame
Hub
OGV 11
Max radial
OGV 30
momentum
Thick Arm 12 o'clock
Thick Arm 6 o'clock
Shroud fan frame
Table 10. FBO results (compared to the Engine A)

3
2
4
4
7
12
4
2
3
3
2
2
2
3

Given the confidential nature of certain data obtained during this project and the fact
that no mechanical strength value were recovered from the Module Design Offices, only a
comparison with the value obtained with the Engine A model is presented in the Table 10. At
the time this paper was written, it was asked to recover the Engine B model finely meshed by
the Module Design Offices. It would allow to obtain mechanical strength to compare with the
parametrized model values. It would finally provide an additional argument for model
validation and allow to check how the frame is sized regarding FBO expectations (for instance
an over-sizing of the frame to respect the FBO would generate a weight excess).
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Furthermore, given the results obtained in the computed FBO simulations, it can be noticed
that the Engine B intermediate frame part which is the most impacted in term of mechanical
strength by the application of the loads simulating a FBO event is the fan hub frame. Indeed,
this part of the intermediate frame is subjected to a low mechanical strength factor and to a
maximum level of constraint. But the constraint is far from the critical limit. The calculations
confirm its mechanical strength in FBO (a high margin compared to the material constraints is
obtained).
The applied loads on each flange must be multiplied by a factor superior to 1.5 to
observe 1% of the volume plasticizing. The equivalent stress (Von-Mises) viewing is given by
Workbench (Figure 51). On this figure, the parts affected by a constraint superior to 75% of
the maximum constraints are colored in red. It can be noticed once again that only few
elements around the hub primary arm leading edge are affected by a constraint superior to
75% of the maximum constraint. This is due to the use of a simplified mesh in the Engine B
intermediate frame model. It is not suitable for the study of an edge. A fine volume mesh (as
the one used by the Module Design Offices) would have been more adapted. But it would
certainly have shown that no mechanical strength problem is to be recorded in this area.

Figure 51. FBO equivalent stress (Von-Mises) viewing with loading on the YT6 flange in stress
Finally, the results obtained confirm that the Engine B intermediate frame has been
pre-sized in order to respect FBO requirements but a comparison with the Module Design
Offices results would have been useful to discuss that conclusion.
In the Engine A intermediate frame model, the parts subjected to the highest level of
constraints are the OGVs, Thick arms and the Hub with mechanical strength factors inferior to
1.5 for the B3 and YT6 flanges (Ref.[2]).
The previous results prove, once again, and are consistent with the fact that the Engine
B intermediate frame is more compact than the Engine A’s (in reality).
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2.7.4 Conclusion on the methodology validity
The time needed to set the model (CAD in Catia + mesh in Workbench) is variable. If the
user already knows the two software and if not any error is faced during the meshing phase,
about 2 days are needed to obtain a first weight status. If not, this phase can take up to 15
days. Then, approximately 3 hours are needed to compute all the flexibilities (springs + fan
case wind-up) and the mechanical strength corresponding to a loading on 4 different flanges.
This time is acceptable and consistent with pre-sizing studies.
The methodology described in the introduction section and in this paper has allowed to
set up a Engine B intermediate frame parametrized model which globally gives acceptable
results for pre-sizing studies.
-

-

-

-

Weight status: The weight estimated by Catia and Workbench have a relative
deviation of less than 1.5% with reality for the whole Engine B intermediate frame
which is acceptable for a pre-sizing study.
Flexibilities: For the Bearing#1-B2, Bearing#2-B2, B2-B3 and Bearing#2-B3 flexibilities
calculated radially and rotationally, small relative deviations have been noticed. These
deviations of about 10% to 20% are acceptable for pre-sizing studies. But the two
others flexibilities (Bearing #1-B3 and YT9-B3) present a relative deviation close to 50%
with the Module Design Offices values. A correlation study have been set in 2.8.1
Correlation study subsection in order to determine the origin of this deviation.
Fan case wind-up: The value for the fan case wind-up flexibility is close enough to the
one provided by the Module Design Offices (14% of relative deviation) for pre-sizing
studies. Moreover, the V-groove tangential displacement value obtained with the
model is under the critical value specified by the Module Design Offices, which is
consistent.
FBO: The mechanical strength values obtained for the Engine B intermediate frame 3D
model show that the frame is not constrained by a FBO event which is consistent with
the expectations. Indeed, the mechanical strength factor obtained for each part of the
Engine B intermediate frame model are, for each loading case, superior to the criterion
fixed in the Engine A case.

The previous feasibility verification here helps understanding the simplified model
developed for the preliminary design office. Validating it on already known engines provides
confidence on the tool and the methodology that will be therefore used during preliminary
design for future engines which architecture will be close to the Engine B. The scope of this
type of studies will be enhanced at the end of this paper.

2.8 Optimization
Given the results that are obtained with the chosen length and thickness parameters,
an optimization of the model can be realized to obtain results closer to the values provided by
the Module Design Offices for the flexibilities, fan case wind-up and mechanical strength in
FBO case while minimizing the frame weight. This optimization will compute a new Engine B
intermediate case parametrization that fits with a lower disparity the Module Design Offices
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specifications. A new weight status will be obtained and the feasibility calculation results will
be compared to the one previously obtained. This intermediate frame configuration
optimization will finally allow to understand how to adapt the simplified model previously
implemented so that it is as representative as possible of the fine volume models (built by the
Module Design Offices) and the tests.

2.8.1 Correlation study
2.8.1.1

Method

In order to reduce the calculation time, the first step of the optimization is to realize
a correlation study (Ref.[18]). Indeed, the implemented Engine B intermediate frame model
has too many parameters to be optimized in that state. So, the role of the correlation study is
to determine the parameters having the most influence on the flexibility (radial, in rotation
and linked to the fan case wind-up). The others parameters are kept fixed to reduce the
problem complexity. The setup of a correlation study is possible by using the DesignXplorer of
Workbench. A “Parameters Correlation” box is created in the model. Initially, the model is
built with 66 thickness parameters. But thanks to symmetric considerations, the number of
parameters can be reduced to 51.
For the correlation study, a variation interval for each thickness parameter must be
specified. Generally, at least one hundred design points are created. For each design point,
the software chooses for each thickness parameter a specific value included in the previously
specified interval. The model is then run with the set of specific values and the resulting
flexibilities and mechanical strength are saved and associated to each configuration. Then the
software compares the flexibilities and mechanical strength variations between each
configuration and determines which parameter has the most influence on a specific flexibility
or mechanical strength (Ref.[18]).
2.8.1.2

Results

The Bearing #1-B3 and YT9-B3 are the springs corresponding to the flexibilities
previously identified as having the highest relative deviation with the values provided by the
Module Design Offices (see Figure 48). So, the first calculation study is realized in order to
determine the thickness parameters having the most influence on these two flexibilities
(Figure 53 and Figure 54).
These graphics have two major interests. They provide information not only on the
impact of the parameters on the flexibilities (absolute value of the scale) but also on the
direction of the influences (colors) (Figure 52).
The influence (i.e. the impact of the variation of the thickness parameter on the
flexibility) is evaluated from the scale absolute value [0,1] with 0 = no impact and 1 = high
impact.
The direction of the influence is evaluated by the box color. A red box means that
the increase of the thickness parameter results in an increase of the flexibility value and a blue
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box means that the increase of the thickness parameter results in a decrease of the flexibility
value.

-1 -0,8 -0,6 -0,4 -0,2 0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1
Figure 52. Correlation study influence scale

Note: In the following graphs, thickness parameters are listed on the vertical axis and
flexibilities are on the horizontal axis.

(1)
(2)

(4)

(6)
Figure 53. Correlation study result for the Bearing 1-B3 flexibility
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(2)

(3)
(5)

(6)
Figure 54. Correlation study result for the YT9-B3 flexibility

Given the previous results, the thickness parameters having the most influence
(absolute value of the influence factor higher than 0.4) on the flexibilities variations are (Figure
55):
-

T_BearingSupport_UpstreamFlange (1)
T_Hub_InnerVeinWall (2)
T_Hub_DownstreamInnerVeinWall (3)
T_BearingSupport_ConeP1 (4)
T_Hub_LowerDownstreamFlange (5)
T_Hub_PrimaryArm (6)
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Figure 55. Thickness parameters viewing

All those parameters had already been identified as having a high influence on the
flexibilities of the Engine A intermediate frame except for the parameter
T_BearingSupport_UpstreamFlange. Indeed, in the Engine A study, the bearing support
upstream flange thickness was linked with the ConeP1 surface’. Furthermore, the fact that
these parameters have the most influence on the flexibilities seems logical by looking more
precisely at their locations. They are located on stress path and constitute pillar of the whole
intermediate frame.
It was secondly decided to check if the thickness parameters influencing the flexibility
on the Engine A intermediate frame were still influencing the Engine B flexibilities. Therefore,
a correlation study has been realized on all the other flexibilities (flexibility springs + fan case
wind-up feasibility) in order to check if some new parameters (not identified in the Engine A
study) have a high influence on the Engine B flexibilities.
No correlation study has been realized on the mechanical strength given the fact that
in the previous model configuration, all the requirements for the mechanical strength have
been respected. At the end of the optimization i.e. when a new intermediate frame
configuration will be obtained, it will be checked that all the mechanical strength factors are
still superior to 1.3.
When the methodology will be validated, the Product Innovation Lab will use it to
realize pre-sizing of new engine structural frames. Mechanical strength factors will therefore
have to be taken into account in the optimization in order to find the best frame configuration
respecting all the specifications.
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2.8.2 Optimization manually
In order to understand the results obtained in the correlation studies, the decision
has been taken to try to optimize the Engine B intermediate frame model parametrization
manually. This section focuses on the Bearing#1-B3 (radially) and YT9-B3 (rotationally)
flexibilities previously identified as having the biggest relative deviation with the Module
Design Offices specifications. The two thickness parameters having the most influence on the
Bearing#1-B3 and YT9-B3 flexibilities are respectively T_BearingSupport_ConeP1 and
T_Hub_PrimaryArm. The idea is then to make these two parameters vary fixing all the other
parameters of the model to try to meet the Module Design Offices specification for these two
flexibilities. Given the results of the correlation studies, the thicknesses must be reduced in
order to increase the flexibilities in the Engine B intermediate frame model. Six different cases
in which new thickness parameters values are taken have been considered. They are
introduced in the Table 11.

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6

T_BearingSupport_ConeP1 vs initial
value used in the model (ref)
0%
-33%
-66%
0%
-33%
-66%

T_Hub_PrimaryArm vs initial value used
in the model (ref)
0%
-30%
0%
-64%
-64%
-64%

Table 11. Thickness parameters values considered in the different optimization cases

The flexibilities variations given the previous introduced cases are given in the Figure 56. The
relative deviation is taken between the flexibility values obtained in the different cases and
the value found with the parametrization introduced in 2.7.1 Flexibilities subsection.
20%
10%
0%
-10%

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

-20%
-30%
-40%
-50%
-60%
YT9-B3 rotationally

Bearing#1 - B3 radially

Figure 56. YT9-B3 and Bearing#1-B3 flexibilities variation given the previous introduced cases

It can be concluded that by reducing the T_BearingSupport_ConeP1 and
T_Hub_PrimaryArm thickness parameters by respectively 66% and 64% of their initial value,
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it is finally possible to match with the Module Design Offices specifications for the two
flexibilities considered.
But the impact of these parameters variation on the other flexibilities must also be
quantified. The Bearing#1-B2 radially flexibility variations are shown in Figure 57. The relative
deviation is taken between the flexibility values obtained in the different cases and the value
found with the parametrization introduced in 2.7.1 Flexibilities subsection.
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Figure 57. Bearing#1-B2 radially flexibility variation given the previous introduced cases

It can be noticed that variation of the T_BearingSupport_ConeP1 and
T_Hub_PrimaryArm thickness parameters also has an influence on the Bearing#1-B2 radially
flexibility value. The relative deviation between the value obtained in the Case 6 and the one
calculated in the 2.7.1 Flexibilities subsection reaches 70% which is not acceptable.
Moreover in case 6, the mechanical strength obtained with a momentum loading on
the YT6 flange is lower than 1.5. It means that with the chosen values of the
T_BearingSupport_ConeP1 and T_Hub_PrimaryArm thickness parameters, the Engine B
intermediate frame might be not sufficient enough in term of mechanical strength. This
observation is also not acceptable.
This subsection allows to understand that it is barely impossible to optimize the model
manually even if only two flexibilities do not reach the Module Design Offices specifications.
Indeed, the flexibilities are extremely sensitive to thicknesses variations. A more complex
optimization method will therefore be implemented in the following subsection.

2.8.3 Design Of Experiment (DOE)
The second optimization method is to implement a Design Of Experiment (DOE) in order
to create a response surface and to find candidates points that respond to the feasibility
specifications (Ref.[18]). A Central Composite Design (CCD) method is used. This method
makes it possible to take into account the boundaries of the range of variation of each
parameters, of the central point (absolute center) and also of other points depending on the
chosen option. The number of experiments needed for this type of DOE given the number of
parameters considered n can be estimated with the relation 2𝑛−𝑝 + 2𝑛 + 1 (Table 12). 2n-p is
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the fractional factorial of 2n where p is the number of generators. It allows to reduce the
number of experiments needed in each case (Ref.[17]).
Number of
Parameters
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Number of
experiments
81
147
149
151
281
283
285

Computation time (with 4
experiments running in parallel)
14h
25h
25h
25h
47h
47h
48h

Table 12. Number of experiments needed to compute a CCD regarding the number of parameters
considered

One experiment needs approximately 4Go of Ram. To give an order of magnitude of
the computation time, with a computer having 16Go of Ram and 4 experiments realized at the
same time, approximately 6 experiments are computed in one hour. So, 25 hours are needed
to compute the DOE if 11 input parameters are considered.
To be realized in an acceptable limit of time, the number of considered parameters
has to be reduced to 11. Thanks to the results given by the correlation study, the 11 thickness
parameters having the most influence on the flexibilities are chosen and set as input variables.
All the other parameters are fixed as constant values. Finally a new configuration of the presized intermediate frame model i.e. new values for these 11 thickness parameters will be
estimated thanks to this method such as the specifications are respected.
A range of variation is set for each input thickness parameters and 151 Design Points
are created in Workbench (Table 13).
Thickness parameters (mm)
BearingSupport_ConeP1
Hub_PrimaryArm
Hub_InnerVeinWall
Hub_OuterDownstreamVeinWall
ShroudFanFrame_Central
ThickArm6h_Arm
ShroudFanFrame_Upstream
BearingSupport_UpstreamFlange
Bearingsupport_ConeP2
OGV_Platform
Hub_LowerDownstreamFlange

Min

Max

2
2
2
2
3
3
2
5
12
2
8

10
10
12
12
13
13
10
15
22
10
18

Table 13. Range of variation of the DOE input parameters
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2.8.4 Response surface
The objective of the response surface is to create a surface as close as possible to all
points of the DOE previously computed. It limits the computation time of the optimization.
The goal is thus to obtain a set of mathematical results, for any parametric combination
included in the defined ranges of variation, extrapolated from the physical calculations
(parameters sampled by the DOE)(Ref.[18]).
DesignXplorer offers the choice between different types of answer surfaces. But it has
been proved with the Engine A intermediate frame study that a full 2nd order polynomials
response gives the best results (compared to the Kriging Response surface)(Ref.[2]).
Finally, extremums are found by the optimization process. Three candidate points are
provided by Workbench. They correspond to three new Engine B intermediate frame model
configurations i.e. three new sets of values for the 11 variable thickness parameters of the
optimization.

2.8.5 Optimization results
As explained in the previous parts, in order to prove the Engine B intermediate frame
parametrized model consistency a margin of + or – 10% difference with the values provided
by the Design Offices for all the flexibilities must be reached while verifying all the mechanical
strength conditions and minimizing the total weight of the model.
In order to reach that target, two optimization cases have been implemented:
-

In the first one, it has been asked to the optimization algorithm to match all the
flexibility criteria with 10% margin. It can be seen in the Table 14 that the algorithm
manages to match the two flexibilities that had the highest difference previously
(Bearing 1 – B3 vertical radially and YT9-B3 vertical rotationally). But three other
flexibilities still have a difference higher than 40% (colored in red in the table). In that
configuration, the model becomes too flexible.

-

In the second optimization, it has been asked to the algorithm to match all the
flexibilities with 10% margin except Bearing1-B3 and YT9-B3. In the results that are
shown in the Table 14, it can be seen that these two flexibilities still have a high
difference with the values provided by the Design Offices and that two other
flexibilities also have a high difference.

Moreover, the optimizations have a relatively low impact on the intermediate frame
parametrized model weight status.
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Table 14. Optimization results for flexibilities and weight status

The conclusion here is that the Engine B intermediate frame parametrized model
configuration is now closer to the expectations thanks to the optimization process. However,
all the flexibility criteria cannot be respected at the same time. Moreover, the YT9-B3 rad
flexibility never meets the expectations. It seems that the optimization process meets
difficulties to match the flexibilities around the hub area (Figure 48). This part is really complex
to model. The simplification made to build that part of the model will have to be reconsidered
in future studies. In any case, the simplified model can be used in that configuration but
remaining wary of the results provided for local springs at the hub.
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Discussion and Conclusion
The Engine A intermediate frame 3D parametrized model has been scaled to the
Engine B intermediate frame configuration. The length and thickness parameters measured
on the Engine B detailed model provided by the Module Design Offices have been applied to
the 3D parametrized simplified model for preliminary design. Moreover, some geometry
construction details have been added to the 3D parametrized model in order to better fit with
the reality. Finally, the weight estimated by Catia and Workbench have a relative deviation of
less than 1.5% with reality for the whole intermediate frame which is acceptable.
The mechanical strength factors obtained for each part of the Engine B intermediate
frame model are, for each loading case, superior to the criterion fixed in the Engine A case.
The mechanical strength values obtained for the Engine B intermediate frame 3D model show
that the frame is not constrained by a FBO event which is consistent with the expectations.
However, in the case of the preliminary design of a future engine, the overall frame
configuration will certainly have to be challenged in order to respect the mechanical strength
constraints.
The flexibilities calculated in the parametrized 3D model have been compared to the
one obtained by the Module Design Offices with a detailed volumetric model meshed finely.
Small relative deviations have been noticed. These deviations are acceptable for pre-sizing
activities for 4 flexibilities. The two others present a relative deviation close to 50% with the
Module Design Offices values.
A correlation study has therefore been set. It has permitted to identify the 6 thickness
parameters having the most influence on the variation of these two flexibilities. Finally the
Engine B intermediate frame model configuration has been reduced to 11 parameters (those
having the most influence on the frame flexibilities). Optimization have then been
implemented in order to determine a new configuration of the pre-sized intermediate frame
model i.e. new values for these 11 thickness parameters such as the specifications for the
flexibilities and mechanical strength provided by the Module Design Offices are respected.
The model and the methodology developed during this project finally allow to obtain a
coherent weight status and also a good first estimation of the flexibilities and the mechanical
strength in the frame. The new model configurations obtained thanks to the optimization
process show that it seems impossible to respect all the flexibility criteria at the same time
and specially to match the flexibilities in the hub area. The only recommendation is that a
special attention should be paid to modeling the hub for future studies.
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APPENDIX 1: Intermediate frame model surface names for
each part

Shroud Fan frame

OGV

Thick arms

Hub

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Corresponding surface name
Upper Downstream Flange
Lower Downstream Flange
Downstream Stiffener
Downstream Flange
Downstream Inner Vein Wall
Left Outer Vein Wall
Inferior Downstream Flange
Bearing Flange 3
Bearing Stiffener 3
Bearing Flange 4
Bearing Stiffener 4
Upstream Stiffener
Inferior Upstream Flange
Inner Vein Wall
Primary Arm
Upstream Flange
Lower Upstream Flange
Upper Upstream Flange
Outer Right Stiffener
Right Intervein Arm
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Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Corresponding Surface Name
DownstreamFlangeP2
DownstreamStiffenerP1
DownstreamFlangeP1
DownstreamPanP1
ConeP2
PanP2
ConeP1
UpstreamFlange
UpstreamStiffenerP1
UpstreamPanP1

Bearing support

DownstreamFlange
Central

UpstreamFlange

Fan frame
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APPENDIX 2: Intermediate frame Catia 3D model for each
parts

Shroud fan frame (14 length & 9 thickness parameters) OGVs (12 length & 9 thickness parameters)

Thick Arm (12 length & 6 thickness parameters)

Hub (26 length & 23 thickness parameters)

Bearing support(13 length & 10 thickness parameters) Intermediate case(90 length & 66 thickness parameters)
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APPENDIX 3: Intermediate frame mesh details for each
part in Workbench

Meshed Shroud Fan Frame

Meshed OGV

Meshed Thick Arm

Meshed Fan Frame

8 repetitions

Meshed Hub section

Meshed Hub

40 repetitions

Meshed bearing support section

Meshed bearing support
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